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																Welcome To

																
																Wok n Roll Chinese Restaurant!!

																
																Cantonese and Szechuan Cuisine

																
																SEE MENU & ORDER
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																We open 7 Days a Week!

																
																Dine-In and Take-Out, Gift Certificates are Available

																
																SEE MENU & ORDER
															


														
 

														
														
														
														
														





														

														
															 Dear Clients
															Welcome To Wok n Roll S. Yarmouth

															 [image: ] 

															Welcome to Wok-N-Roll, your go-to destination for an authentic Chinese culinary adventure right in the heart of South Yarmouth. As a traditional Chinese-American takeout restaurant, we take pride in curating a menu that speaks to diverse palates, featuring not only classic Chinese-American favorites done to perfection but also an array of Asian-inspired dishes, ensuring there‘s something for everyone. Our dedication to quality is evident in every dish we prepare, from the freshness of our ingredients to the generous portions that leave you satisfied and eagerly planning your next visit.
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											Classic Chinese-American takeout done really well. If that‘s what you‘re looking for, you can‘t really do any better. Had some dishes that I just can‘t find elsewhere anymore.
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												- Jimmy E.

											

										

									

									
										
											

											We love this authentic Chinese restaurant. Excellent food & service with the kindest man who is the owner. Love the orange chicken, egg rolls & soups.
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												- Jill C.

											

										

									

									
										
											

											I recently got some takeout Chinese food from this restaurant.I had the chicken wings, chicken fingers and an order of the crab rangoon.The food was very good. Everything looked and tasted fresh. The food was still hot by the time I sat down to eat it. The portions were very good sized. I would recommend this restaurant to others.
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												- Kimberly A.

											

										

									

									
										
											

											Classic Chinese-American takeout done really well. If that‘s what you‘re looking for, you can‘t really do any better. Had some dishes that I just can‘t find elsewhere anymore.
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												- Jimmy E.

											

										

									

									













									

									
										
										
										
										
									

									
								

								

								

								
    
      
        
          
            Our address

            Wok n Roll

               1319 Main Street (Rt. 28)  
S. Yarmouth, MA 02664

            View On Map 

          
            
              Opening Hours

              
                

                  Monday to Thursday：11:30am-8:30pm
Friday & Saturday:  11:30am-9:00pm
Sunday: 12 noon-8:30pm
Summer Hours: 11:30am-9:00pm                
                SEE MENU & ORDER

            

          

          
            Contact us

            
              Phone:  (508) 760-2060  | (508) 760-2061
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